
5.1.9: Efforts taken by Institution to enhance the
capabilities of students for both speaking and
writing in Simple Standard Sanskrit fluently,
correctly and naturally. सं�थया सरलमानकसं�कृतने
भाषणलेखना�यां छा�ाणां साम�य� धारा�वाह�पेण
साधरु��या �वाभा�वकतया च वध��यतुं �वीकृताः �यासाः।
Our university has taken up many programs with
emphasis on learning simple Sanskrit. The first among
them is a week-long Simple Sanskrit Conversation
Camp organized every year after the students enter. In
which it is compulsory to participate all the new
comers of prak-shastri, shastri, acharya and all newly
admitted students. In this program, knowledge of
Sanskrit vocabulary, simple grammar learning method,
Sabdarupa knowledge, Dhaturupa knowledge,
Amarkasa knowledge etc. are taught in very simple
manner. Students are then trained in reading, speaking
and writing Sanskrit in another one-month training
camp. Senior Professors of the university are guiding
the students. In the same way the research scholars also
emphasizes this work. The most important thing is that
every child entering the university is obliged to
converse in Sanskrit in the university premises.
Students must talk in Sanskrit in class, hostel, mess,
playground etc. All the teachers pay special attention to



this. In the training camp, special attention is given to
sentence writing and conversation in Sanskrit.
In this way, every student in the university gets used to
learning Sanskrit. In the classroom, every teacher
teaches in simple Sanskrit. Students have written the
notes in Sanskrit. Teachers correct the mistakes of the
student and practice the students' how to write correct
sentence. Vagvardini Parishad is a good council which
has all arrangements for learning Sanskrit. Every
Friday, two periods are scheduled to test students'
Sanskrit speaking and vocabulary skills. A Simple
Sanskrit subject and a Classical Sanskrit subject are
given in the bulletin on Mondays of the week. Students
will give speech on any topic of their interest. The
faculty members examine the students on the call of
the coordinator of the Vagvardhini Parishad. There are
four prizes fixed for each class. In this way twelve
prizes are awarded to the students who give the best
Sanskrit speech every week. This motivates the
students to speak Sanskrit. In the same way Sanskrit
essay writing competition conducted by Vagvardhini
parishad is a best practice to develop Sanskrit writing
skill of the student. About 500 scriptures of Vedas and
Upanishads are inscribed on marble stones in simple
Sanskrit language at various places in the university
campus. As a result, students learn Sanskrit by reading



those scriptures. Almost all the official information
aimed at the students is given in Sanskrit so that every
child becomes perfect in the use of official Sanskrit.
Apart from this, various university competitions are
conducted through Sanskrit language. Sanskrit routine
vocabulary is practiced through simple music, sports,
etc. By undertaking many such programmes, the
university prepares the students for learning, writing
and reading Sanskrit.


